Hidden Animals of the Sea
Some marine animals change color when threatened, others suddenly
blend unseen into their surroundings: only by using the harsh glare of
an artificial light at night can the diver snatch away the fascinating
protective cloak of camouflage that Nature has given to the creatures of
the sea.
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The rock pulsed, otherwise it looked perfectly normal. I edged closer to its algae covered
surface and hovered in the clear Pacific water, studying the contours of the substrate while
multicolored rainbows danced in sinuous lines on the ocean floor. Six feet above me, the prismatic
waves answered Guam's midsummer breezes. Suddenly, two small holes appeared in the rock. A
tunicate! So perfectly camouflaged that I still could not distinguish its outline. The two holes were
siphons through which the animal filters water for food. After a moment they pulsed again and closed.
The tunicate seemed to vanish. I photographed it, then gently examined its surface. Small ridges and
hair-like projections on the animal's body wall formed a pseudo-rock substrate to which smaller
animals and algae had attached themselves. These same animals and algae were on the rock to
which the tunicate was attached. A perfect disguise. Carpeted with the same kind of cover as its
substrate, the tunicate was invisible. Only when the siphons opened to filter water was the animal
compromised.
Camouflage, the science of invisibility, evolved in the sea and the preeminent masters of this
art lie hidden in the quiet stability of that ancient domain. Accomplished warlocks in the tight-knit web
of life, they spend their lives behind a shield of invisibility. Many can change colors, color patterns,
even their morphology, and vanish instantly when danger threatens. Because selective forces favor
those organisms that have learned to hide from predators, evolution has perfected a startling array of
bizarre creatures which survive, unseen, in the sea.
Since the fourth century B.C. when Aristotle recorded the marvelous color changes of the
octopus, scientists have sought to understand the mechanisms which enable animals to adjust so well
to their surroundings. They found two major types of disguise: active and passive. Active camouflage
suggests the ability to change disguises to fit different surroundings; the familiar chameleon is a good
example. Passive camouflage means that the animal does not change but, like the tunicate, closely
resembles the environment where it normally lives.
Basically, animal camouflage attempts to break the symmetry of the animal's body by blurring
sharp outlines, adjusting color shades to reduce shadows, and The venomous stonefish, Synanceja
verrucosa, becomes almost totally invisible in an area of sand and algae-covered rock. Caught by the
camera at night on a coral reef, the fish is easily recognized (opening photograph) matching colors,
color patterns and sometimes even textures to the background. The goal is to make the animal's
identifying shape indistinct.
Examples of camouflage in the sea are everywhere, but when evolution worked wonders to
protect sea creatures from detection, it became almost impossible to see them. To overcome
evolution's planning is, however, not difficult. Go diving at night. Nature did not anticipate a diver's
brilliant searchlight and some of the best camouflaged animals are easily caught without their cloaks.
Sharks, for example, are easier to see at night because their camouflage does not work as effectively
after dark.

The decorator crab above, covered with thin strands
of algae, sits on a rock plucking algal strands for food.
Only the eye in the center of the photograph betrays
the crab's location. At the right, the same crab is
shown against a white background.
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Sharks possess one of the most common forms of camouflage in the sea. In fact, the
principle is so common, it has been given a name "Thayer's Principle" or "obliterative
countershading." This label means, basically, that the shark is dark on top and light on the belly.
Almost all animals which swim in the sea have this gradation in shading and many of the animals
which live on the sea floor also show a dark to light coloration. Light striking the shark from above
makes the dark top seem lighter colored and casts a shadow on the lower part. Since the shadowed
part has less pigment and is light in color, the darkness from the shark's own shadow is offset and, to
the frightened observer, the shark appears to be one flat color all over. It blends in perfectly with the

grey blue ocean background, becoming a two dimensional ghost revealed only by movements of the
sharply edged tail fin.
Swordfish, dolphins, jacks and many other mid-water fishes share this method of camouflage.
Crabs, built close to the ground, have almost white underbellies to offset their black shadows. But,
while effective, this method of disguise only works well at a distance, and not at all when the
illumination comes from the side, as from a diver's night-light.
Despite the confidence inspired by careful rationalizing, there is always an element of terror
involved in jumping off a boat at night. In fact, nerves remain permanently shattered as one descends
through blackness until the searchlight outlines a neat circle on the bottom and something interesting
fills the illuminated glow. If there are any animals that have disguises so perfect they do not fail to the
close examination of a light, I haven't seen them. The light works for several reasons. Since it comes
from a side angle, obliterative countershading doesn't work. It casts strong, sharp shadows which
outline any irregularity. The eyes of many animals seem to glow when they reflect the light. The circle
of light tends to concentrate the observer's attention and animals suddenly bathed in intense light tend
to jump: motion always reveals the most clever masquerader.
I probably never would have found a decorator crab in the daytime. At night, however, one
appeared almost as soon as I entered the water. It jumped. It had been sitting in the middle of a big
clump of algae and algae do not jump even when lit up at night. It took about five minutes to find the
little animal, even though it had moved and was right out in the open. In my hand it looked exactly like
an algae-covered rock. I showed it to my diving partner who took it, turned it over and over examining
it, and asked "What is it? A rock?"
When left alone in a clean dish of seawater, the rock sprouted legs and began to scamper
about. It molted, as crabs occasionally do, two days later and the old shell with its algal coat was
replaced by a brown, bristly, but very crab-like shell. The crab began shambling around the aquarium
picking strands of algae from the rocks. With an improbable backward reach, it snagged the strands
on stiff hairs which covered, its entire body. The decorator crab was decorating itself and as the
operation progressed, it became obvious why such protection was necessary: the little animal was
probably the most ungainly and awkward crab in the sea. After several days, it seemed satisfied that it
had planted enough of a crop, to assure a full coat after a short growing season. Since the crab was
almost impossible to see again, I released it.
Clearly behavior plays a large part in the success of camouflage. Both the tunicate and
decorator crab are slow-moving creatures covered with their environment. Many animals follow this
pattern, including sea urchins which pick up debris from the bottom and carry it along with them via
hydraulically-controlled, suckered feet. By periodically replacing the debris, the urchins make sure that
they conform with the surrounding environment as they move from place to place. Other invertebrates
lack the flexibility to change habitats and require very specialized microenvironments to survive.
Some of the more secluded, yet colorful, of these animals live in association with larger, host animals.
On a particularly calm day I was exploring the outer escarpment off Orote Point, Guam. The
water was breathtakingly clear. Looking up from ninety feet I could see the anchor, anchor line and
the boat on the surface. A diver was standing on the gunwale about to jump in. Visibility was
approximately 250 feet. At 95 feet I found a group of Comanthina. They were perched on the
pinnacles of large boulders; 200 lavishly colored arms fanned out from each animal in a dazzling
array.
Few creatures are more visible than the feather star, Comanthina schlegelii. They come in
almost every color: red, yellow, orange, black and white, either a solid color or patterned. The small
cup-shaped body is surrounded by no less than 200 long feathery arms which the animals uses for
filter feeding (for further information on filter feeders, see Dr. Chesher's article in the August 1969
issue of Oceans). Usually there is a host of marvelously camouflaged shrimp and crabs which live
only in the arms of feather stars. In anticipation of seeing some of them, I moved closer to a brilliant
yellow specimen atop the nearest rock. Nothing. Peering intently into the forest of arms revealed only
more arms. Gingerly, I reached under the splayed arms and unhooked the twenty segmented
grasping legs. The golden arms folded in and Comanthina became a spherical thicket. After surfacing

with my prize, I placed it in a bucket of seawater and sat back to eat lunch and watch the ground swell
hiss through jagged rocks.
The water in the bucket soon became stagnant in the tropical sun. Driven out of the protective arms of
the feather star by their need for oxygen, dozens of small crabs and shrimp scampered desperately
within the confines of the bucket. We stared in amazement as the numbers increased. One crab was
almost an inch in diameter!
How had it escaped detection? All the crabs and shrimp
were precisely the same color
as the feather star. The
coloration was so perfect a
match that the myriad animals
were impossible to see when
attached to their host. Since
they were all yellow, the exact
same hue as the host.
A close-up of a feather star's
arm shows some of the
shrimp which live on it, and
their remarkably accurate
coloration which exactly
matches the host.

I wondered about the colors of shrimp and crabs on black or patterned specimens of feather
stars. Two more specimens of Comanthina, one black, the other black and yellow, were promptly
captured and placed in buckets. After a short wait, black shrimp began to emerge from the black
feather star and black and yellow shrimp darted about the bucket with the bicolored feather star. The
mechanics by which shrimp conform so perfectly to their host remains an unexplained mystery.
Fish also can be masters of disguise. Piscine camouflage ranges from passive resemblance
to the substrate to fascinating, actively changing color displays. Members of the family Scorpaenidae,
named after scorpions because of their deadly sting, are passively camouflaged. Although they can
become lighter or darker, they retain the same basic color. Those that are hardest to see are also the
most recalcitrant, moving only slightly even when touched or stepped on.
Synanceja verrucosa, the stonefish, occupies "the most dangerous fish" position in the
medical records of Pacific islands. Many people have died after stepping on stonefish and becoming
comatose from the excruciating pain. Since these fish are so well camouflaged and live in very
shallow water, they are all too often stepped on.
My most memorable experience with stonefish took place in a small aquarium shop in Agana,
Guam. A fifty-gallon tank with two or three inches of sand on the bottom was labeled "Stonefish."
Being a naturalist, I quickly spotted the admirably camouflaged stonefish nestled in the sand with the
sharp, well-defined edges of its fins buried from sight. Its texture and coloration were so perfectly
harmonized with the sand it was difficult to make out where sand and fish met. I complimented the
store owner on the display and on the nice specimen. "Specimen?" he said. "There are five stonefish
in there."
Although not quite as deceptive or venomous, other scorpaenids are also adept camouflage
artists. All are bottom dwellers, all are venomous, all swim lethargically except when pouncing on
prey. They are often brightly colored. Some are green, some white, but mostly varying shades of red.
Strangely enough, even the bright red specimens are difficult to see underwater: their mottled color
patterns easily disrupt the recognizable fish shape.

Disruptive coloration is extremely common in coral reef fish. Vertical bars, horizontal stripes or
massive blocks of color serve to disrupt the even contours of the fish. When they are motionless in
their proper niche on the reef, they can be quite difficult to see. Nassau groupers (Epinephelus
striatus) are a good example of permanent disruptive coloration. These fish are commonly found
where sea whips make an array of vertical lines on the reefs. The grouper's vertical black stripes on a
light brown background blend in with the sea whips surprisingly well.
Trumpet fish (Aulostomus maculatus) also simulate the elongated
branches of sea whips. When stalking prey, they skulk among the
sea whip branches, swimming vertically, head down. Swaying
gently with the surge, they wait until a small fish wanders by.
When the prey comes within a few inches of its trumpet-shaped
mouth, the sinewy fish leaps forward to snap it up. At least, that's
what is supposed to happen.
One afternoon on a lush coral reef off St. John in the Virgin
Islands, I watched these odd-looking fish mime sea whips for
some hours. I began to note that the prey were seldom
hoodwinked by the trumpet fish's stratagem. Diagnosing the
trouble was easy: trumpet fish are impatient. Although they are
remarkably facile at camouflage, they seem unwilling to stick to
the ruse long enough.

I watched one specimen, sporting a mixed brown and yellow ensemble (trumpet fish can actively
change their color from blue to brown to yellow or any combination of these), casually swim over to a
large sea whip. It glided into the branches and assumed a head-down posture. A small group of fish,
which had been darting around the base of the sea whip, moved its operation to a rock about three
feet away. Unperturbed by this stroke of bad luck, the hunter maintained its hoax. Its color became
slightly browner. After about five minutes of swaying with the surge, it became impatient and swayed
out from the sea whip, still maintaining the vertical posture. I could almost imagine the ungainly predator pretending to be a sea whip branch that had broken loose and was drifting away (upstream toward
the small school of fish). There was never a more conspicuous predator! Naturally, the prey drifted
away as rapidly as the impatient fish "drifted"
toward them. Finally, losing control
completely, the trumpet fish dashed toward its
prey, missed and swam off.
Although its behavior often spoils the
camouflage, trumpet fish are able to conform
to a number of environments by changing their
colors. The trumpetfish, left, can assume a
variety of colors. Here a trumpet fish assumes
a yellow color exactly matching a hogfish,
Bodianus rufus, because the hogfish is a
harmless parasite-cleaner and other fish will
allow it to approach them.
The mechanism by which fish change colors
has been an active field of study for some
time. The skin which overlies the scales,' and often the skin under the scales, has special cells called
chromatophores. These structures contain pigments. Melanin, a black or dark brown pigment, is the
most prevalent but yellow, red and white pigments are also common. Some chromatophores, called
iridosomes, are crystalline in form and produce various shades of blue and green. Pigmented' bodies
can :change in three ways. They can slowly become more common as the skin manufactures more of
them, or they can be rapidly redistributed within the cells, which makes the pigmented bodies more, or
less, visible. Most fish can also change the shape of their chromatophores, a process measured in
seconds or sometimes minutes.
When the chromatophores are contracted into spheres, they occupy a very small portion of
the skin cells. Upon innervation, the spheres can change shape, spreading outward to form highly
branched discs. The broader the discs, the closer adjacent chromatophores will be, and the darker
the color becomes. Thus, to become yellow, a trumpet fish contracts all of the pigmented bodies
except the yellow ones. These expand until the whole fish is a vibrant yellow. Selectively expanding
and contracting the chromatophores produces stripes or bars of various colors which can hide the ''
fish in almost any environment.
Scientists have shown that the chromatophores of most fish have nerve attachments to
expand and contract the cells. These are controlled by impulses derived from the eye. Blinded fish
cannot camouflage themselves, and species of fish which are normally active during the day are often
poorly camouflaged at night. Many fish take on a special night disguise, becoming a bland, pale color
or developing broad, diffuse vertical bars.
Color changes are not automatic when a fish changes environment. They are often controlled
by internal drives such as hunger, fear or mating behavior. The Florida hog snapper (Lachnolaimus
maximus), for example, is normally a rather conspicuous red and pink color. It is a large, slow-moving
reef fish which feeds on bottom organisms. When danger threatens, the hog snapper rapidly changes
colors and color patterns. Large, irregular vertical stripes appear on the normally pale pink
background. The fish swims oddly, either on its side or canted downward. The unusual posture and
illusory color pattern obscures the highly visible shape that originally attracted the predator.
No other creature in the animal kingdom compares to the cephalopods in speed or accuracy
of camouflage. A great deal of research has demonstrated how and why these uncanny animals
change colors so rapidly. The explanations are no less fantastic than the results.

Both the squid and octopus can become any color and assume remarkable color patterns at will. They
make the most of their abilities, utilizing colors for communication as well as concealment.
Cephalopods wear different colors for a variety of occasions, including skulking, hiding, fighting,
feeding or during sex. I once watched a small octopus go through an incredible series of transformations as it browsed about on the coral reef.
Initially a spectacular iridescent blue, the octopus flowed over the coral, stopped, then pounced on a
small group of fish, spreading its membranous webbed arms into a living cast net. As it fed, the
octopus became darker and brown spots mixed with the blue. When finished, it moved to the top of a
coral head. After a brief pause, it leaped on another small school of fish, but these fish darted into the
protective spines of a sea urchin, Diadema. The octopus landed directly on top of the Diadema. With
tentacles curled backward, the octopus shifted erratically from side to side. Clumsily, it slid off the
urchin and, thwarted in its attack, turned a deep crimson and crept off. A sudden move on my part
startled the octopus and it immediately blanched white, then became a dark, brown-yellow mottled
color which exactly matched the rock it was crossing. The disguise was so perfect I had difficulty
locating the octopus again to photograph it.
Just beneath the transparent upper layer of a cephalopod's skin are highly specialized
chromatophores. Like fish chromatophores, they receive double innervation: an impulse to expand
and an impulse to contract. These signals, emanating from the central nervous system,
are molded from data assembled by the large, complex eyes and from tactile cells in the suckers of
the arms. Blinded cephalopods continue to change colors but the colors no longer conform to their
surroundings. "
Each chromatophore is a tiny, highly elastic sphere attached to six to twenty radiating muscles.
Octopuses have two types of chromatophores-reddish brown or yellow-distributed over a deeper layer
which may or may not be pigmented. Squid have four types of chromatophores-blue, red, brown or
yellow -overlaying a light-reflecting layer of pigment. On impulse, the muscles contract, changing the
colored spheres into broad discs. When the muscles relax, the elastic cell wall snaps back to its
original shape. In a microsecond, the animal may assume any of an infinite variety of color patterns
and colors. Response is so rapid and complete that the animal can generate waves of color that pass
down its body or color patterns can flicker, presenting a shimmering image.
The master of sham in the squid world lives in the deep sea. Like many other squid, Heteroteuthis
dispar has luminescent light organs on its body, presumably for species recognition in the eternal
twilight. Naturally, such light signals also benefit predators who home in on the illuminated squid.
When attacked, however, these squid expand dark chromatophores over the' luminescent organs,
simultaneously ejecting a cloud of luminous ink shaped exactly like the now invisible squid. It jets
clear of the area as the beguiled predator gobbles up the pseudomorph.
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